
Genius No 227 Set by Qaos

Across

1 Dirty minds will go astray (9)
6 I'm tipsy on wines (4)
8 Hopeless writing sure annoyed (8)
9 Cricket match splits total jackpots (6)
10 Exclusive party with English lords on vacation (6)
11 Computer memory provided fantastic idea: remove

a cover (8)
12 Church books the Queen hated (6)
15 Indeed, fine spray removes hair (8)
16 Set to get excited after moment of boredom (8)
19 Newest agent in trouble? Just the opposite (6)
21 In Jeep, I do test drive with examiner (8)
22 Blends of ground decaf coffee from Fuji finally

drunk (6)
24 Wild cat caged by strong men, revolutionaries (6)
25 Batter made into paste (8)
26 Headers of football act decisively, some dithered

(4)
27 Medic breaks road speed (9)

With 16 clues their wordplay leads to a solution
where two letters require noted substitutions before
entry in the grid. Their definitions have also been
swapped around.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 BST on Saturday 4 June.
You need to register once and then sign in to
theguardian.com to enter our online competition for a
£100 monthly prize.

Down

1 Record just on the radio (5)
2 Chats new affairs after divorcing male (7)
3 Mirror provided 20% reflection with small lights

(5)
4 Desire wine having splendour (7)
5 Completely fills square bottomless vessel one time

in rising waters (9)
6 1,001 tips for fielders (3-4)
7 Large round viewer is witchcraft, according to

Noddy Holder? (6,3)
13 Little Englander, perhaps travelling up old street in

Paris with barrel in forlorn hope (9)
14 When recalled, does hiding key get moved in

again? (2-7)
17 Tributes to soldiers saving instrument (7)
18 Tory minister not right to join the French battles (7)
20 Princess elected by loud American suppressing

worker (7)
22 Nice men in charge get wife from abroad (5)
23 In Scotland, aim to compromise — sterling's

banned (5)


